
Skitely is developed to bring a rapid evolution in communication 

within the organizations. It aims to connect thousands or more 

users to the same platform where they can exchange essential 

information, without even exchanging their contact details. 

Using Skitely app, admin can create groups with a unique 

identity, request users to connect within the specific time 

frame, alter/frame, alter/remove content anytime and add as many users 

he wants in the group. The app has turned out to be a boon

for enterprises who want to connect immediately with their 

team in real-time. 
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The Client came to us with the requirements to build an 

iOS app and modify their existing Android app, which was 

not in sync with the users’ needs. Along with this, the client 

wanted to develop a one-page parallax static webpage where 

all the users can get desired information related to Skitely. 

It is a real-time instant messaging app that proves to be 

useful and intuitive for providing fast and persistent 

communication among small to large-scale enterprises. 

The app allows 1000+ concurrent users to exchange the 

messages in the form of text, images, audio, and video 

content seamlessly. It comes with many features like,

Connect unlimited users in a group

Smart profile customization

Generates unique code when group is created

Code comes with expiry feature that will 
automatically expire after 25 seconds or 5 days

Users are privileged to view the entire content, anytime

Encrypted messages thus protect user information 
while traveling across the internet

Available in two languages: French and English 
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Developing the multilingual platform, Skitely wasn’t a doodle but our team of experts effectively overcome 

the challenges faced during development of the project. Some main challenges are mentioned below:

Since thousands of users would log-in at the same platform in real-time, the major challenge was 

to give them a seamless user experience.

Another pain point was configuring security compliances, before permitting it to be used at the 

enterprise level.

In a messaging app, the volume of data shared in a group is quite large. It not only makes data syncing 

difficult but puts confidentiality at risk.

Clavax successfully developed the app that lets users communicate effectively with their teams. 

Add Unlimited Members to a Group

Unlike WhatsApp that supports maximum 256 people in a group, Skitely has a ‘wow’ feature 

to add multiple users to a group without any limit. With this functionality, admin can share the data, 

documents, photos or videos with the entire team all at once, thus makes it convenient and time-saving. 

Absolute Control over Activities 

Skitely app gives complete control to its admin, as they are authorized to delete the group at any point 

in time, it will be permanently deleted from all the connected devices along with the content. Also, users 

can alter/delete messages anytime and the action will be reflected in all devices. 

Dynamic Code Generation Feature

After signing up, the user can easily create a group and invite others to join via sharing a unique code 

called the private key to access the group. The code comes with an expire feature thus users are 

authorized to log-in during a specific tenure i.e. 25 seconds or 5 days. However, the duration can be 

extended by the admin. 

User Authentication

To ensure integrity and confidentiality, authentication ensures ownership of the account. In the app, 

it is done via password authentication protocol wherein a username and password are required to 

validate user’s credential over the server. 

Multi-Lingual and SMS API Enabled App

The application is developed in two languages i.e. French and English to cater masses. It also supports 

the SMS API integration that allow users to send the code using SMS feature of the app. 
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Skitely is successfully launched on both Android and iOS platform. Clavax has made extensive efforts 

to ease the communication process within the organizations. With its easy-to-use functionality, we are 

looking for a substantial number of app installs. In such a short period, Skitely has become the smartest 

way to connect with multiple users in real time and in seconds.

Language for Android:    Core Java

Framework for Android:    Android Studio

Language for iOS:     Swift

Framework for iOS:    XCode

API               Python 

Scripting Languages:    HTML5, DHTML, JQuery, JavaScript

Framework:     Laravel (PHP)

Platform Environment:    AWS 

Version Control:    Bitbucket/Gitlab

    Mobile Application

Website, APIs, Web Backend and Database
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